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Abstract: Multicast is not scalable mainly due to the number of forwarding states andcontrol overhead required to maintain trees. Tree aggregation reduces the number of mul-ticast forwarding states and the tree maintenance overhead by allowing several multicastgroups to share the same delivery tree. In this paper, we exhibit several drawbacks of theexisting protocols: the latency to manage group dynamics is high, the managers are criticalpoints of failures and some group-specic entries are stored unnecessarily. Then, we proposea new distributed protocol that signicantly reduces the number of control messages andlimits the number of trees within a domain. By simulations, we show that our protocolachieves good performance and outperforms the previous known distributed algorithm.Key-words: tree aggregation, aggregated multicast, networks
(Resume : tsvp)* joanna.moulierac@irisa.fr** alexandre.guitton@irisa.fr
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(UMR 6074) Université de Rennes 1 – Insa de Rennes et en Automatique – unité de recherche de Rennes
Agregation d'arbres Multicast distribueeResume : Le Multicast n'est pas encore bien deploye dans Internet. Les deux raisonsprincipales qui freinent son deploiement sont : le nombre d'etats de routage important quidepend du nombre de groupes et le nombre de messages de contrôle necessaires pour main-tenir les arbres multicast dans un domaine de routage. L'agregation d'arbres multicast estun protocole qui permet de resoudre ces deux problemes en permettant a plusieurs groupesmulticast d'utiliser le même arbre de routage. Dans ce papier, nous detaillons plusieursinconvenients concernant les protocoles realisant l'agregation d'arbres. En eet, dans cesprotocoles, la latence pour gerer la dynamicite des groupes est grande, les gestionnairesd'agregation sont des points critiques dans le cas de pannes et des entrees speciques auxgroupes sont stoquees inutilement. Nous proposons un nouveau protocole distribue quireduit le nombre de messages de contrôle envoyes et qui limite le nombre d'arbres dansun domaine. Par des simulations, nous prouvons que notre protocole a de bien meilleuresperformances que le tout dernier protocole distribue connu.Mots cles : Agregation d'arbres, multicast, reseaux
Algorithm DMTA 31 IntroductionWith the development of Internet, several multimedia applications including group com-munications have been deployed. Multicast allows to forward the packets for groups on anecient way concerning bandwidth. Indeed, instead of sending several unicast packets tothe members of the groups, multicast consists in sending only one packet to the address ofthe multicast group. The packet is duplicated at the branching nodes of the tree coveringthe group. Unfortunately, multicast is not well deployed over the Internet. One of the mainlimits of the deployment of multicast is the scale of the forwarding states and the controloverhead required to maintain the trees. In unicast, the forwarding states can be aggregat-ed, and in this way the size of the forwarding table is reduced. However, the same solutioncannot be applied to IP multicast as the multicast addresses do not reect the location ofthe members and because of the group dynamics. Moreover, concerning the tree mainte-nance for multicast, control messages traverse the network and utilize a large amount of thenetwork resources.Tree aggregation is a recent proposition that reduces the number of multicast forwardingstates together with the tree maintenance overhead. The main idea of tree aggregation is toforce multiple multicast groups to share the same delivery tree within a domain. A label,which corresponds to the delivery tree and is signicant only in the domain, is added toevery multicast packet at ingress routers and removed at egress routers. In this way, thenumber of forwarding states in the domain depends only on the number of trees instead ofon the number of groups. Additionally, the control overhead is reduced since few trees arebuilt.Protocols achieving tree aggregation have to match groups to trees eciently and sev-eral solutions have been proposed in the literature. However, all the current propositionssuer from several drawbacks. In all these protocols, a centralized manager is in charge ofperforming aggregations. The routers of the domain request this manager when they haveto forward packets for groups and in this way the manager is a critical point of failure. In-deed, when the manager fails, no more aggregations can be achieved. Moreover, upon groupchanges, the border router that detects the changes systematically requests this manager,which induces latency for the groups.In this paper, we propose a new distributed protocol for tree aggregation. In addition toreducing the number of forwarding entries and the tree maintenance overhead, our protocol:(i) is much less subject to failures than the existing protocols as it is fully distributed,(ii) induces a minimal latency to deal with group dynamics and (iii) does not store anygroup-specic entries.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main protocolsachieving tree aggregation and describes the drawbacks of this framework. In Section 3,our protocol DMTA is presented. In Section 4, we discuss about the advantages and thedrawbacks of DMTA. The results of the simulations are detailed in Section 5. Finally, theperspectives of our work are given in Section 6.
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4 Moulierac & Guitton2 Related WorkTree aggregation was rst proposed in [10] and since, several protocols based on tree ag-greagtion have been proposed. For brevity, we will describe here only AM, which is therst centralized protocol, and BEAM, which is decentralized. Other protocols that achievetree aggregation are AMBTS [4] that performs sub-tree aggregation, STA [11] that perform-s fast aggregations, ASSM [8] that is designed for source-specic groups, AQoSM [5] andQ-STA [13] that deal with bandwidth constraints, and TOMA [12] that deals with overlaymulticast. These protocols are not described in this paper.2.1 Context of tree aggregationTree aggregation reduces the number of multicast forwarding states and the tree maintenanceoverhead. To achieve this reduction, several multicast groups share the same delivery treewithin a domain. Consequently, less trees are built than with traditional multicast. Toaggregate several groups to the same tree, a label corresponding to the tree is assigned toall the multicast packets at the ingress routers of the domain. In the domain, the packetsare forwarded according to this label. The label is removed at the egress routers so that thepackets can be forwarded outside the domain.In addition to the multicast forwarding states that allow to match an incoming label toa set of outgoing interfaces, the border routers of the domain have group-specic entries.These states match group addresses to labels and they are stored in a group-label table.2.2 AM: a centralized protocolAggregated Multicast (AM) was proposed in [10, 6]. In AM, a centralized entity called thetree manager is in charge of matching groups to labels and informing the border routers ofthis matching. This tree manager knows the set of all the multicast trees congured in thedomain.Let us consider the domain depicted on Figure 1. When the border router b3 receives ajoinmessage for the group g (message 1), it sends a request to the tree manager (message 2).The tree manager knows that b1 and b4 have already joined the group g. This managersearches for a tree t for the aggregation of g (algorithm 3a). The tree t has to cover therouters b1, b3 and b4 and has to satisfy bandwidth constraints. If a candidate tree for g isfound, g is matched to the label of the tree. If there is no candidate tree for g, the treemanager congures a new tree in the domain and adds it in the multicast tree set afterhaving assigned a label l to this new tree.Once a label is matched to a group, the tree manager informs the border routers attachedto members of the group of the matching of g to l (message 4). They all add a group-specicentry g ! l in their group-label table. The process is similar when a leave message isreceived.
Irisa
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PSfrag replacements
g = (b1; b3; b4)
b1 b2
b3 b41 2 3a4
4 4
1: join message for a group g2: request to the tree manager3a: aggregation of g to a tree4: update of the group-specic entry for gFigure 1: Tree aggregation with AM.2.3 BEAM: a decentralized protocolBidirectional Aggregated Multicast (BEAM) was proposed in [7]. To the best of our knowl-edge, BEAM is the only decentralized protocol that achieves tree aggregation. In BEAM,the task of the tree manager is distributed among several routers, called core routers. Theset of multicast trees is also balanced among these core routers. Let us consider the domaindepicted on Figure 2. When the border router b3 receives a join message for the groupg (message 1), it sends a request to the dedicated core router in charge of g (message 2).This dedicated core router (obtained using a hash function) searches for a tree for g in itsown multicast tree set (algorithm 3a). If this initial core router does not nd a candidatetree, it requests all the other core routers (message 3b). They search in their own multicasttree set (algorithm 3c) and reply to the initial core router if they have found a candidatetree (message 3d). Then, the dedicated core router chooses among all the answers the bestcandidate tree for g (algorithm 3e) or builds a new tree. Finally, the core router informsall the border routers attached to members of g of the matching g ! l (message 4). Theborder routers add the group-specic entry g ! l in their group-label table.The mechanism used by BEAM is similar to the mechanism used by AM, except thatthe multicast tree set is balanced among all the core routers. It can be noticed that algo-rithm 3c and algorithm 3e in BEAM are faster than algorithm 3c in AM, since fewer treesare evaluated.
PI n1737
6 Moulierac & GuittonPSfrag replacements
g = (b1; b3; b4)
b1 b2
b3 b41 2 3a
3b 3b3b3c 3c
3c 3d3d3e44 43b: request to all the core routers3c: aggregation of g to a tree (same as 3a)3d: reply to the initial core router3e: selection of a candidateFigure 2: Tree aggregation with BEAM.2.4 Drawbacks of the existing protocolsThe protocols that achieve tree aggregation suer from three main drawbacks.First, the tree manager and the core routers are critical point of failures. In AM, ifthe centralized tree manager fails, packets can still be forwarded but no new group can beaccepted in the domain and the group memberships are unable to change (messages joinand leavewould not be processed). In BEAM, if a core router fails, all the groups associatedto this core router are binded to their current trees.Second, the management of the groups induces signicant control overhead. In AM(respectively BEAM), any membership change induce requests to the tree manager (respec-tively to the core routers) (message 2), the search for a candidate tree (algorithm 3a) andthe reply to all border routers (message 4). All these actions increase the latency for thegroups. In BEAM, there is additional control with the requests to all the core routers (mes-sage 3b), the search for a candidate in their own multicast tree set (algorithm 3c), theirreplies (message 3d) and the candidate selection (algorithm 3e).Third, the existing protocols build group-specic entries in border routers. Indeed, thematching of a group g to a label l is stored in all the border routers attached to membersof g. In the context of the reduction of forwarding states, such entries should be avoidedbecause their number scale with the number of groups. Indeed, tree aggregation reduces thenumber of forwarding states in core routers, but one group-specic entry per group is addedin the border routers.In the next section, we present our new protocol that solves these drawbacks.
Irisa
Algorithm DMTA 73 DMTA: Distributed Multicast Tree Aggregation pro-tocolMost of the drawbacks of the aggregated multicast framework come from the centralizedentity which induces control overhead and is inherently a critical point of failure. This entityis required since storing the multicast tree set in all the border routers is impossible due tomemory requirements. Our proposition DMTA (Distributed Multicast Tree Aggregation)does not require any centralized entity as DMTA is fully distributed.The main idea of our protocol is to enable the border routers to match groups to labels. Inthis way, they can forward the multicast packets without any request to centralized entities.Then, the control overhead is reduced. In DMTA, labels are signicant, thus the borderrouters know which routers are covered by a label corresponding to a tree. In this way, theborder routers are able to search for a label for a group in the list of labels available in thedomain.Consequently, in DMTA, there is need of neither tree manager nor core routers as in AMor BEAM. This section describes rstly the algorithm DMTA and secondly the way the listof labels available in the domain is set up by a topology manager.3.1 Distributed Multicast Tree Aggregation algorithmThe border routers keep a list of the labels available in the domain in order to match groupsto labels. This list of labels is built by a topology manager and this construction is detailedlater in section 3.2. In this section, DMTA algorithm is described formally.3.1.1 Description of the algorithmDMTA is a new distributed tree aggregation protocol. In this protocol, when a borderrouter b receives a packet for a group g, b nds a label l for g using Algorithm 1. Basically,b searches for an adequate label l for g in its label set LS(b). Note that only a subset ofLS(b) is evaluated if the labels are sorted according to the number of spanned nodes and ifonly the labels which cover at least jgj nodes are evaluated1. Then b forwards the multicastpacket by encapsulating it with the label l. In DMTA, the border routers do not maintainany group-specic entries and a label is searched for each incoming multicast packet.Note that the border routers have the knowledge of the groupmemberships in the domain.This information can be retrieved by several means usually with MOSPF [14]. If MOSPFis not deployed, additional control messages are needed. When a border router b receives ajoin (resp. a leave) for a group g, b noties all the border routers of the domain that it isattached to members of g (resp. that all the members of g attached to b have left). Then,all the border routers update the group membership of g. However, the same knowledge isrequired in any tree aggregation protocol. AM and BEAM keep also this information in thetree manager and in the core routers.1Additional information may be found in [11].
PI n1737
8 Moulierac & GuittonInput: A multicast packet for the group g reaches the router bOutput: b nds a label for g in its label set LS(b)C  ;for all l 2 LS(b) doif l can cover g thenadd l to Cchoose the label in C which covers the less number of nodesAlgorithm 1: Group label matching algorithm of DMTA.In DMTA, the border routers do not keep any group-specic entries. In this way, nospecic action is required for each join or leave. Indeed, the border routers will simplynd another label for the next incoming packet. In AM or BEAM, the tree manager has tond a new label for the group and all the border routers have to update the correspondinggroup-specic entries.3.2 The set of labels available in a domainThis subsection describes how the topology manager builds the set of trees within a domainand how a label corresponding to a tree can be signicant to a border router. In DMTA, theborder routers know which labels are available in the domain, i.e., which trees are congured.We introduce a new entity, the topology manager, which is in charge of building the set oftrees, setting up the corresponding list of labels and informing the borders routers of the setof labels available. The topology manager is only active when conguring the trees duringthe initialization process and when topology changes occur. Apart from these moments, thetopology manager has no interaction with the aggregation process. Indeed, it does not takeany decision concerning the aggregation of the groups. Therefore, it cannot be compared tothe tree manager as the tree manager is in charge of the aggregation of the groups.3.2.1 How many trees for a domain?The set of available trees is computed o-line by the topology manager and is specic to thetopology of the domain. In a domain with B border routers, there are 2B dierent multicastgroups. Protocols achieving tree aggregation assume that in the worst case, 2B dierenttrees have to be maintained. The number of trees is expected to be huge within a largedomain and it is not possible to congure them all due to memory requirements.However, this number can be greatly reduced when considering that a single tree cancover several groups without wasting bandwidth. As an example, note that the tree repre-sented on Figure 3 is the native tree of the groups with members in (b1; b3; b4). This tree isalso the native tree (i.e. the one with the minimum number of links) for the group (b1; b4).Indeed, these two groups use this tree to deliver multicast packets. Consequently, only onetree is built for these two groups and the number of dierent trees is lower than the numberof dierent groups. Recall that bidirectional trees are built.
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PSfrag replacements b1b2
b3
b4b5Figure 3: The tree represented on the gure covers two dierent multicast groups.
Input: A domain with B routersOutput: A set of trees T covering all the 2B groupsT  ;for i = 1 to 2B dogi is the i-th group of the 2B possible groupsCompute a native tree ti covering giif there is no tree in T that covers exactly the same routers as ti thenadd ti to Treturn TAlgorithm 2: Construction of the set of dierent trees for a domain with B routers
PI n1737
10 Moulierac & GuittonAlgorithm 2 computes the set T of dierent trees for a domain with B border routers.The 2B dierent groups are generated, and a native tree for each group is built. The nativetrees are added to T if no tree in T already covers exactly the same routers. Then, at theend of the algorithm, each tree in T can be identied by the set of border routers it coversand each tree is unique in T .We made simulations of Algorithm 2 on dierent real graphs in order to compute thenumber of dierent trees. The results of these simulations follow. On the Abilene network [1], which has 11 nodes and 14 edges, there are 2048 dierentgroups and only 131 dierent trees. On the Nsfnet network [3], which has 14 nodes and 21 edges, there are 16384 dierentgroups and only 958 dierent trees. On the Geant network [2], which has 18 nodes and 30 edges, there are 262144 dierentgroups and only 8222 dierent trees.Then, we made simulations of Algorithm 2 on realistic random topologies, generatedusing the Waxman model (with parameters  = 0:25 and  = 0:2), with the number ofnodes varying from 10 to 18. The results are shown on Figure 4 using a logarithmic scale.Each point of the gure is the average on 100 topologies. The gure shows that the numberof dierent trees is several order of magnitudes lower than the number of dierent groups.
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PSfrag replacements
groupstrees
Number of nodesNumberof
treesandgroups
Figure 4: The number of dierent trees is several order of magnitudes lower than the numberof dierent groups.The number of dierent trees is very low compared to the number of dierent groups.On Table 1, for Nsfnet network, only 958 trees are needed to cover any group. It is realisticto congure these trees o-line. On a larger network, such as the Geant network, 8222 treesare required. If the network is too large and if the number of dierent trees is too high, thetopology manager can remove one of two trees that are similar, i.e., with few dierent links.Irisa
Algorithm DMTA 11Number of dif-ferent groups Number of dif-ferent trees Mean number of la-bels kept by routersAbilene network(11 nodes) 2048 131 62Nsfnet network (14nodes) 16384 958 522Geant network (18nodes) 262144 8222 4534Table 1: The border routers keep only few labels in their label set.The topology manager erases the smaller tree in that case. Bandwidth may be wasted butless trees will be congured and maintained.3.2.2 Assigning a signicant label to a treeThe set of the trees T is computed by the topology manager. Then, each tree in T is assigneda unique label corresponding to the covered routers. Indeed, each tree t in T covers a uniqueset of routers in a domain with B border routers and can be identied by a label representedby a bitmap of size B. The i-th border router of the domain corresponds to the i-th bit inthe bitmap. This i-th bit of the bitmap is set to 1 if the i-th border router of the domain iscovered by the tree t and is set to 0 if not.For example, on Figure 5, there are four border routers: b1, b2, b3 and b4. The treeswithin the domain are assigned labels represented by bitmaps of size 4. The label l5 isassigned to the tree t with links (b2y; yb4). The tree t covers b2 and b4 and covers neither b1nor b3. Therefore, t is assigned the label number 5 which is the decimal value of the bitmap0101.On Figure 5, the border routers store dierent lists of labels. Indeed, the topologymanager send to the border routers only the labels whose trees cover them. For example,on Figure 5, 9 trees are built for the domain but the topology manager send to the borderrouters only a subset of all the labels congured. In this way, the border routers do not keepthe list of all the available labels in the domain. Therefore, the size of the list maintainedby the border routers is reduced as seen on the third column of Table 1 and there are lesstrees to evaluate for the group label matching algorithm.3.3 DMTA on an exampleIn this subsection, DMTA is described on the example depicted on Figure 5. A domainwith 4 border routers is represented on this gure. Each border router b has receivedfrom the topology manager its own list of labels LS(b). For example, b3 keeps the listLS(b3) = (l3; l7; l10; l11; l14; l15).
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PSfrag replacements b1
b2
b3
b4
x y
(l10; l11; l12; l13; l14; l15)
(l5; l7; l12; l13; l14; l15)
(l3; l7; l10; l11; l14; l15)
(l3; l5; l7; l11; l13; l15)( l3 = 0011 ; l7 = 0111 ; l10 = 1010 ; l11 = 1011 :::" " " "(b3b4) (b2y; yb4; b4b3) (b1x; xb3) (b1x; xb3; b3b4)Figure 5: In AM or BEAM, the tree manager maintains the set of the trees and theirtopologies whereas in DMTA, only a list of labels is stored.
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Algorithm DMTA 13Suppose that the border router b3 receives a packet for the group g. The router b3 knowsthat g has members in b3 and in b4. Therefore, the group g may be represented by thebitmap 0011. The router b3 searches for a label for g in its label set LS(b3). A label l is acandidate if the corresponding tree covers the members of g. This can be determined simplyby a binary function: l_ (:g) = 1111 means that l is a candidate. Therefore, the candidatelabels are C = (l3; l7; l11; l15). Indeed, neither l10 = 1010 nor l14 = 1110 can cover the group:l10 _ (:g) = 1010 _ 1100 = 1110 and l14 _ (:g) = 1110 _ 1100 = 1110. Oppositely, l3 cancover the group since l3 _ (:g) = 0011_ 1100 = 1111. The border router determines in thissimple way if a tree can cover a group or not.Consequently, the label l3 is chosen for g as it covers the smallest number of nodes: l3covers only 2 nodes while l7 and l11 cover 3 nodes, and l15 covers 4 nodes. Then b3 forwardsthe packet for g in the domain with label l3. Recall that b3 does not store any group specicentry for g.3.4 SummaryIn this section, we briey summarize the main ideas of our protocol. By using signicantlabels, border routers are able to perform aggregations locally. A topology manager is incharge of conguring and maintaining the trees and informing the border routers of the labelsavailable. Therefore, the task of the topology manager is limited to the initial constructionof the trees (the trees are built o-line) and to their reconguration when failures occur inthe domain.A border router aggregates a group g to the label that covers the members of g andthat covers the minimum number of nodes. In this way, there are less control overhead asthere are no requests to centralized entities and less latency for the groups. In DMTA, nogroup-specic entries are stored.
PI n1737
14 Moulierac & Guitton4 DiscussionIn this section we discuss about the group specic entries, the control overhead of aggregationalgorithms, the latency for the groups and the robustness of the protocol.4.1 The group specic entriesIn previous propositions, a group specic entry for a group g is stored in the group-labeltable of the routers attached to members of g. Indeed, the storage of such entries is neededas requests to centralized entities are not possible for each multicast packet of groups.In our proposition DMTA, there is no requests to centralized entities. Therefore, as ouralgorithm for selecting a label for a group is fast, there is no need to store group-specicentries. Indeed, a label is searched for each multicast packet and the memory of routers isspared. Moreover, no updates of the group-label tables are needed for each group changeas no specic entries are stored. Indeed, in AM or BEAM, for each join or leave theborder routers must update the corresponding group specic entries by using the grouplabel matching algorithm and by ooding the domain with control messages.4.2 Control overhead
PSfrag replacements
g = (b1; b3; b4)
b1 b2
b3 b41 3aFigure 6: Aggregation with DMTA protocol.The control overhead denotes the number of control messages sent to and by the treemanager or the core routers. These control messages utilize the network resources and inducelatency for groups. Therefore, it is important to minimize the number of control messagessent. Figure 6 shows the aggregation performed with DMTA protocol. Concerning thecontrol overhead, since there is neither tree manager nor core routers, the messages 2, 3band 3d in Figures 1 and 2 are removed. Furthermore, in our protocol, there is no need for
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Algorithm DMTA 15AM and BEAM DMTAFor every packet ofa group g Look-up in the group-label table ofsize around jGj Search for a label in LSwith Algorithm 1For each join orleave Request to centralized entity(ies)(messages 2), search for a label withalgorithm 3a and update the groupspecic entries of the border routers(message 4) Nothing to doTable 2: Comparison of the behavior of the algorithms AM, BEAM and DMTAthe border routers to synchronize their group-specic entries (message 4 in Figures 1 and2). The number of control messages is therefore greatly reduced in DMTA.In AM, when receiving a join or a leave message, the tree manager searches for a newlabel for the group. Then, the tree manager sends control messages to the border routersin order to update the corresponding group specic entries. The control overhead is evenworse with BEAM because of the additional requests to the other core routers. As DMTAdoes not keep any group specic entries, no update is needed and no control messages aresent.4.3 Latency for groupsAs DMTA does not keep any group specic entries, there is additional latency for the groups.Indeed, a label is searched for each incoming multicast packet using the group label matchingalgorithm. This is done in O(jLS(b)j) for a border router b. In AM or BEAM, the groupspecic entries are stored and a look-up in this table is done for each packet. Even if thegroup-label table is large, the look-up can be usually done in O(log jGj), where jGj denotesthe number of concurrent groups. The look-up is generally faster than the search for a label.However, the latency induced by DMTA does not depend on the group dynamics. Ifthe groups are highly dynamic, the group specic entries in AM and BEAM will changefrequently. This induces an important latency for the groups as it includes: control messagesto the centralized entity, aggregation algorithm (with the computation of a native tree for thegroup and the computation of the bandwidth overhead for each existing tree in the domain)and control messages from the centralized entity to update the group specic entries. SeeTable 2 to examine the dierent behaviors of the three algorithms.If the groups are static, AM and BEAM induce less latency than DMTA for the groups.Oppositely, if the groups are dynamic, DMTA induces less latency for the groups. In ad-dition, as seen in the previous subsections, DMTA reduces the control overhead: there is atrade-o between the latency and the control overhead.
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16 Moulierac & Guitton4.4 RobustnessWhen link failures occur, the topology manager recongures the trees that were disconnectedand sends the new list of labels to the concerned border routers. In AM or BEAM, in caseof link failures, the centralized entities have to update the entire group-label table of all theborder routers. During these updates, the packets for groups may be forwarded with wronglabels.If the topology manager fails, there is no impact for the aggregation of the groups. Theonly impact will be if the topology manager fails together with some links. Indeed, thetopology manager is obviously not able in that case to recongure the set of trees. However,packets for groups using connected trees can still be forwarded.In AM, if the tree manager fails, then all the aggregation process is interrupted. Indeed,there cannot be any new group or any group changing. The failure of the tree managerimpacts on both trees and groups, binding groups to static memberships. Although BEAMis decentralized, if a core router fails, then no groups assigned to this core can change.DMTA is fully distributed as the failure of a router impacts only on the members at-tached to this router. Indeed, no more members can send or receive packets via this router.However, the other groups can still communicate and be aggregated to trees.
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Algorithm DMTA 175 Simulation resultsWe conducted several simulation experiments on dierent network topologies. The resultson these dierent topologies were similar and we present here the results on the networkNsfnet, which contains 14 nodes and 21 edges. We assume that all the nodes are borderrouters (which is the case in the real Nsfnet). In order to model realistic multicast groups,we implemented the node weighted model (as in [9]) with 80% of the nodes having a weightof 0:2 and 20% of the nodes having a weight of 0:6. In this model, nodes with a large weighthave an high probability of being members of the groups. The number of concurrent groupsreach 20000 and the results are plotted for AM, BEAM and DMTA.In the following subsections, we plot the number of trees, the number of multicast for-warding states, the number of group-specic entries, the number of control messages andthe number of evaluated trees.5.1 The number of treesFigure 7 shows the number of trees as a function of the number of concurrent groups. WithDMTA, the number of trees is constant since they are built o-line by the topology manager.The 958 trees built correspond to all the dierent trees for Nsfnet. With AM and BEAM,the number of trees is equal and increases with the number of concurrent groups. It reachesmore than 2000 for both protocols. Note that AM and BEAM always build the same numberof trees, but the trees may be dierent. Indeed, in BEAM, the initial core router may nda tree for a group in a subset of the multicast tree set and this tree may be dierent fromthe one found by AM.Before 4000 concurrent groups, the number of trees is lower with AM and BEAM thanwith DTMA. However, after 4000 concurrent groups, there is a reversal of situation. Oneadvantage of our approach is that the set of trees is static and limited, while with AM andBEAM, the number of trees still increases until the upper bound of 2B .5.2 The number of forwarding statesFigure 8 shows the total number of multicast forwarding states. Recall that for a tree t aforwarding entry is stored in each router covered by t. So the number of forwarding statesis strongly related to the number of trees and that explains why the results for these twometrics are similar.5.3 The number of group-specic entriesDMTA does not store any group-specic entries. In this section, only the results of AMand BEAM are described. AM and BEAM store the same group-specic entries: one entryin each member of the group. Table 3 indicates the sum of the group-specic entries in allthe border routers. For 5000 concurrent groups, 37000 entries are stored in all the borderrouters while DMTA maintains 0 entries.
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Figure 8: DMTA greatly reduces the number of entries as the number of trees is also reduced.Number of concur-rent groups 5000 10000 15000 20000Number of group-specic entries forAM and BEAM 37179 74741 112293 149913Table 3: AM and BEAM store several group-specic entries.
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Algorithm DMTA 195.4 Number of control messagesThe control messages include the requests to the tree manager, and the messages from thetree manager to the members of the group for the update of the group-specic entries. Forexample, for a new group in AM, there is one control message to the tree manager, andjgj messages in order to congure the group-specic entries where jgj denotes the numberof members of the group. As expected, BEAM produces more control messages than AMbecause of the additional requests to the others core routers. DMTA produces only 14control messages when the topology manager send messages to the 14 border routers for theinitialization of the list of labels available. There are no additional control messages as thereare no centralized entities and no group-specic entries.Consequently, the control overhead in DMTA is signicantly reduced and DMTA out-performs AM and BEAM.
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Figure 9: While DMTA generates only 14 control messages (one per border router), AMand BEAM generate several hundred of thousands of control messages.Figure 10 plots the number of control messages needed to maintain the group member-ships. Recall that AM is a centralized protocol and that only the tree manager maintains thegroup membership. BEAM and DMTA are both distributed and if MOSPF is not deployedin the domain, some additional control messages are needed. Indeed, when a router receivesa join or a leave message, it noties all the routers of the new (or old) member for thegroup. DMTA keeps group memberships in all the border routers and BEAM keeps groupmemberships in all the core routers. As we have assumed that all the routers of the domainare border routers and that in BEAM all the routers may be core routers, they produceboth the same number of control messages. AM produces less control messages in that case.
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Figure 10: BEAM and DMTA generate more control messages to maintain the group mem-berships than AM, as they are distributed.5.5 Number of evaluated treesFigure 11 shows the total number of evaluated trees for the three algorithms AM, BEAMand DMTA. The number of evaluated trees isXg2G ev(g);where ev(g) denotes the number of evaluated trees for the group g.As expected, BEAM evaluates less trees than AM as trees are searched in a subset ofall the trees in a rst time. In DMTA, the border routers evaluate only the trees passingthrough them. Moreover, the trees are sorted according to the number of spanned nodesand only the trees covering at least jgj nodes are evaluated for a group g. Packets for thegroup are forwarded once a tree is found. AM evaluates 31 million trees at the end of thesimulations while DMTA only 2:2 million trees, that is 14 times less. Consequently, DMTAis faster than AM and BEAM as less trees are evaluated.5.6 Summary of the simulation resultsDMTA is a fully distributed protocol that reduces signicantly the number of trees andtherefore the number of forwarding states for each router. The set of trees is rather stableas it is built o-line by the topology manager. DMTA induces control messages to maintaingroup membership in the routers when MOSPF is not deployed. However, the same numberof control messages are needed in BEAM which is a decentralized protocol.DMTA reduces signicantly the size of the group-label table and the number of controlmessages required for the tree aggregation. Indeed, no group-specic entries are storedIrisa
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Figure 11: The total number of evaluated trees.and no request to centralized entities are needed in DMTA. This gain is balanced with anadditional latency induced when searching for a label for each received multicast packet.However, when the groups are dynamics, groups in AM and BEAM have high latency whenupdating the group-specic entries. DMTA behaves in the same way even with an highnumber of join and leave messages.
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22 Moulierac & Guitton6 Conclusion and future workTree aggregation attempts to solve the problem of state scalability and control explosionin multicast by allowing several groups to share the same delivery tree. In this paper,we proposed a new protocol in order to achieve tree aggregation. Our proposition is fullydistributed and does not use any centralized entity to perform aggregation, as previouspropositions do. Thus, there is no critical point of failures. Additionally, our protocol usesvery few control messages, which reduces the latency to deal with group dynamics. Moreover,the number of multicast forwarding states in routers and the number of group-specic entriesin border routers are reduced with our proposition.This work leads to many perspectives of research. Our future work will consist in dis-tributing the topology manager as well, and to investigate deeply topology changes. In caseof failures, the topology manager only has to recongure the trees that were disconnectedand to inform the border routers if the label set is modied. A good solution may consistin building a new set of trees covering exactly the same routers. In this way, it may beunnecessary to recongure the label set. We also plan to investigate the construction of thelabel set in large domains, when the set of all dierent trees cannot be congured.
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